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PROGRAMME	
	
	

Bebop		 Dizzy	Gillespie		
	
Everything	is	Permitted	(Ivan)	 Samuel	Little		
	
Inside	These	Peeling	Walls	(Dimitri)	 Samuel	Little		
	
Wail	 	 Bud	Powell		
	
Fyodor	 Samuel	Little	
	
Alyosha	 Samuel	Little	
	
Cheryl		 Charlie	Parker	
	
Proof	of	Concept		 Samuel	Little	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

This	recital	is	in	partial	fulfilment	of	the	Doctor	of	Musical	Arts	in	Jazz	Performance.	
	

Samuel	Little	is	a	student	of	Nick	Fraser,	Mike	Murley	and	Rich	Brown.	



 
 

Program	Notes:	
 

The past two years have been a period of forced reflection for many of us. Having been, more or less, trapped in 

my home for months on end; I found myself re-thinking my relationship to my instrument, my aesthetic 

preferences, and my instrumental acumen. With no one to play with, and a removal of the buzz of moving from 

one musical situation to another, I was granted some time to think about exactly how I wanted to approach my 

instrument and what gaps I wanted to fill in my playing.  

 

One area I’ve long found stymying is bebop. It’s a notoriously challenging and idiomatic kind of improvising 

given the fast-paced chord changes, as well as the rhythmic and melodic language employed. Furthermore, as a 

middle-class prairie raised Canadian, the Black-American musical vernacular wasn’t something I was initially or 

often exposed to growing up. As a way of addressing this gap, I set out to learn as many bebop melodies as 

possible. One thing that learning these melodies afforded me was a high degree of comfort playing across the 

entire range of the instrument, my time-feel, rhythm, and sound all changed in interesting ways. There is a reason 

why bebop serves as the building blocks of a jazz improvisation curriculum and is frequently viewed as the genesis 

of modern jazz.  

 

With the return to in-person learning that occurred in the Fall of 2021, I took the opportunity to take as many 

lessons as possible. Having been cooped up for nearly all of 2020 and much of 2021 I realized how starved I was 

of external information and feedback. My lessons with Mike Murley and Nick Fraser have been wildly helpful 

for pushing me in new directions as well as grounding my sense of myself. This past year I have also been 

fortunate to have had the opportunity to study with one of my all-time favourite musicians – electric bassist, Rich 

Brown. Rich was one of the first contemporary jazz bassists I truly looked up to, and to know that he was 

Canadian…what a treat! In any event, having had the opportunity to spend time with Rich this past year has been 

inspirational. In particular, Rich has pushed my compositional sensibility in wildly new directions. Through Rich, 

I have begun experimenting with writing pieces based on drum chants. Originating with Steve Coleman and the 

M-Base collective, the drum chant becomes a ‘clave’ of sorts which, while it may not be explicitly stated, informs 

all the melodic and rhythmic material that makes up the piece.  

 

These two primary aesthetics bebop and M-Base make up the bulk of my recital performance this evening. 

Interestingly, Steve Coleman, progenitor of M-Base frequently refers to Charlie Parker as the primary motivator 

for creating this new approach to playing and composing. Tonight you will hear a variety of bebop tunes and 



 
 

original compositions, many of which were composed using the drum-chant as the primary compositional 

reference.   

 

My first tune of the evening is – fittingly – the Dizzy Gillespie classic Bebop. I heard the great Emmet Cohen 

performing this tune with Victor Lewis and Ben Wolf two masters of what has come to be known as the tradition. 

They performed it at a much slower tempo than it typically is played, evidently an arrangement first enacted by 

Kenny Barron on his album Wanton Spirit featuring Roy Haynes and the Charlie Haden. My arrangement draws 

from this version with an extended bass intro leading into the melody, first performed by the bass, then once more 

with the full band before reprising the intro as an interlude leading into the improvising. This tune is what is 

known as a “blowing tune” and serves as a mood and energy boost to kick off the night of music.  

 

Everything is Permitted is the first piece of music that will be heard this evening composed using a drum chant 

as its genesis. The drum chant is centered around a 12/8 rhythmic grid, facilitating a triplet subdivision and drum 

groove reminiscent of Elvin Jones and Jeff ‘Tain’ Watts. The name of the piece is derived from Dostoyevsky’s 

classic novel The Brothers Karamazov. Early in the novel one of the three Karamazov brothers – Ivan Karamazov 

writes an article pointing out that a logical flaw in Russian Catholicism, albeit ironically. This notion becomes 

the foundation for a great many issues that arise over the course of the novel, serving as a twisted first principle 

for one of the characters. It seems fitting that the first piece you hear this evening featuring the drum chant also 

sets a similar stage, in effect, anticipating several other pieces you will hear. Everything is Permitted also is the 

first piece of four companion pieces all loosely based, or inspired, by Dostoyevsky’s masterwork.  

 

Inside These Peeling Walls is the second piece composed using a drum chant. It is also the second piece inspired 

by the Brothers Karamazov. This piece draws its name from a moment in the book when the eldest Karamazov 

brother – Dimitri (Mitya) has been held in prison awaiting a court date, slowly descending into mania. I found 

the line – “Inside these peeling walls…” immediately evocative. One can picture the type of room, stone, cold, 

wet...a harsh existence to be sure. Yet Mitya is bold, energized, holding firm, if somewhat manic. This, to me, 

felt very much of a piece with my sentiments of the last several years, trapped inside but holding firm. The 

composition itself begins with a freely interpreted three-note melodic figure by the horns, bouncing off each other 

into further chaos before the rhythm section enters with the grounding drum chant. From this, the melody enters, 

a strangely phrased 6 bar melody composed in D minor. This section repeats before moving up a half step to Eb 

minor. This will be a familiar move for those acquainted with the Miles Davis classic – So What. We then 



 
 

recapitulate to another 6-measure melody in D, this time more developed. The bassline serves as a grounding 

force for the piece and its tricky form.  

 

A former mentor of mine once told me that every recital should have one blues and one rhythm changes tune on 

it. I have never lived up to that ethos, until today. Wail is a beautiful bebop melody composed over an Eb Rhythm 

Changes. I present it here unadulterated. Rhythm changes, as well as the blues is a form that is often played as a 

way to develop a quick rapport with new musical acquaintances. Hopefully you’ll get to know us a little better 

now.  

 

The third piece in my ‘Karamazov suite’ of pieces is Fyodor. This piece was composed as an attempt to get more 

familiar with the writing of Antonio Carlos Jobim, the great Brazilian composer. I’ve always loved Jobim’s ability 

to write a very simple melody with interesting harmonic twists and turns. His pieces often have long song forms 

and incorporate verses and non-standard sections. To this end, Fyodor commences with a long verse before 

entering into the main melody of the piece, here performed by bass arco. As I was developing the piece it occurred 

to me that the melody, particularly the verse feels melancholic but also whimsical. This reminded me of the father 

– Fyodor in the Brothers Karamazov. Fyodor’s character is truly repugnant, he consistently behaves selfishly and 

serves as the mirror against which all three brothers hold themselves up to, forever trying to avoid becoming like 

him. Yet, there is also something profound about Fyodor, his behaviour and shamelessness shines a light up to 

the absurdities of everyday existence. While this piece likely won’t accomplish the same, hopefully the whimsy 

shines through.  

 

The fourth and final piece of my Karamazov suite is Alyosha. Alyosha is the main protagonist in the Dostoyevsky 

novel and the youngest of the three brothers. He serves as the moral compass for the remainder of his brothers 

and to his father - as the only one of his sons whose love seems to act as a redeeming force in his life. The piece 

has a melancholic but hopeful character, in many ways evocative of how I interpret Alyosha’s embattled optimism 

and faith in the goodness of humanity. The composition was originally written on the electric bass as a chord 

melody piece to be performed solo. In transferring the piece to the page, it became clear there was more harmonic 

depth that could be plumbed from the melody. In working with Mike Murley, we found a few interesting ways to 

expand the sonic palette and flesh out more nuance.   

 



 
 

The second part of my “essential recital material” as above described is a blues.  My choice for this set is the 

Charlie Parker classic – Cheryl. I have long enjoyed playing this melody, it has just enough twists and turns to 

make it interesting, with a few unexpected rhythmic inflection points.  

 

I conclude this set of music with my first foray into composing pieces using drum chants. This piece is easily the 

most challenging of the evening with the chant fitting simultaneously in a 15/16 triplet subdivision as well as a 

15/4 quarter note subdivision. The pulse is insistent and simultaneously elusive. As my first effort in drum chant 

composition, I have fittingly entitled this piece Proof of Concept. The piece also is the only one of the evening 

on which I will play electric bass, arguably my first love.  

 

I would like to thank all my instructors this year – Mike Murley, Nick Fraser, and Rich Brown, the administration 

– Nalayini, Eddy, and Amanda, Jim Lewis, and my dissertation advisor Jeff Packman. Additionally I owe my 

collaborators a great debt of gratitude, without them this performance would just be a bunch of low boring notes 

and people talking over it.  

 

 

 

 

 

Sam Little’s musical career has led him down many peculiar roads, including touring with an Elvis impersonator, 

a Johnny Cash tribute artist, playing disco pop in a small southern Alberta Tex-Mex restaurant, and playing 

recorder in a medieval themed wedding band. Weird gigs aside, his career in music has also afforded many 

exciting opportunities. Sam has opened for jazz bass luminary Christian McBride as well as the great Israeli 

saxophonist and clarinetist Anat Cohen. He has also shared the stage with the likes of contemporary Jazz greats 

– George Colligan, Quincy Davis, Curtis Nowosad, Jimmy Greene, Laurent Roy, and Will Bonness. Additionally, 

he has had many satisfying musical moments outside of the Jazz idiom, performing and recording with blues 

guitar luminaries Joey Landreth, Ariel Posen, and Chet Breau. He has also worked with notable hip hop artists 

including, Shades of Black, Super Duty Tough Work, and Ismaila Alfa in both studio and live settings. Skilled 

with both the double bass and electric bass, Sam is ever eager to bring his full creative self to a variety of musical 

settings; be they creative music improvisations in basement clubs, live film scores in concert halls, straight ahead 

swinging in classic jazz haunts, or groove soaked sweaty dance parties. He also likes rock climbing, reading 

philosophy, quoting Seinfeld, and spending too much time paying attention to the news. 


